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For discrete magnetic Schro dinger operators on covering graphs of a finite graph,
we investigate two spectral properties: (1) the relationship between the spectrum of
the operator on the covering graph and that on a finite graph, (2) the analyticity
of the bottom of the spectrum with respect to magnetic flow. Also we compute the
second derivative of the bottom of the spectrum and represent it in terms of
geometry of a graph.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=(V(G), A(G)) be a connected, locally finite graph, where V(G) is
the set of its vertices and A(G) the set of its oriented edges. A graph G may
have self-loops and multiple edges. For an edge e # A(G), the origin and the
terminus of e are denoted by o(e) and t(e), respectively. The inverse edge
of e is denoted by e . Let p: A(G)  (0, 1] be a transition probability such
that
:
e # Ax(G)
p(e)=1, (1.1)
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where Ax(G)=[e # A(G) | o(e)=x]. We assume that p is m-symmetric,
that is, there exists a positive valued function m: V(G)  (0, ) such that
m(o(e)) p(e)=m(t(e)) p(e ) (1.2)
for every oriented edge e # A(G). We denote the quantity above by mA(e).
We remark that mA is symmetric; mA(e)=mA(e ). The function m is called
a symmetric measure for p and it is unique, if exists, up to a multiple
constant.
We need the space of 1-forms on G to define the magnetic Schro dinger
operator. Set
C1(G, R)=[%: A(G)  R | %(e )=&%(e)] (1.3)
and call an element of C1(G, R) a 1-form on G. For a 1-form %, we now
define a bounded linear operator H%, G : l2(V(G))  l2(V(G)) by
H%, G f (x)= :
e # Ax(G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))& f (x). (1.4)
Here l2(V(G))=[ f: V(G)  C | & f &V<], where the inner product is
given by ( f, g) V=x # V(G) f (x) g(x) m(x). The operator H%, G turns out
to be self-adjoint in l2(V(G)) by (1.2) and we call it the discrete magnetic
Schro dinger operator. Of course, H0, G is the discrete Laplacian 2.
We study the spectral property of this operator when it is invariant
under a group action. Our main purposes of this paper are the following:
(1) To show the relationship between the spectrum of H%, G and that
of H%, M , where M is a finite quotient graph with respect to the group
action (Theorem 1.1).
(2) To prove the analyticity near %=0 of *G(%), the bottom of the
essential spectrum of &H%, G , and compute *"G(0) (Theorem 1.2).
Throughout this paper we put the following assumptions on G.
Assumption. (1) G has a group 1 of automorphisms which is finitely
generated and acts on G freely; _x{x and _e{e for any x # V(G),
e # A(G) and _({1) # 1.
(2) The quotient graph M=1"G is finite.
(3) The functions p, m, and % on G=(V(G), A(G)) are invariant
under the 1-action.
In other words, we assume that G is the covering graph of a finite graph
M with covering transformation group 1 and p, m, % are the lifts of some
functions p0 , m0 , %0 on M.
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Now put
*G(%)=inf Spec(&H%, G), *M(%)=inf Spec(&H%, M). (1.5)
Our first theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.1. If 1 is amenable, then Spec(&H%, M)/Spec(&H%, G). In
particular,
*G(%)*M(%) (1.6)
for any % # C1(M, R).
Remark. If there is no magnetic field, that is, %=0, P. Sy and T. Sunada
[11] proved that *M(0)*G(0) and that the equality *M(0)=*G(0) holds
if and only if 1 is amenable. However, the equality in our statement does
not hold for general % even if 1 is amenable as is seen in Fig. 1.2.
A 1-form % is said to be harmonic if $%(x)=&e # Ax (M) p(e) %(e)=0 for
any x # V(M).
Theorem 1.2. If 1 is abelian, then *G( } ) is real analytic in a neighbor-
hood of 0 # C1(M, R) and {*G(0)=0. In particular, if % is a harmonic
1-form, we have the expression
Hess *G(0)(%, %)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2, (1.7)
where Vol(M)=x # V(M) m(x), 1 is the group of unitary characters of 1,
T11 is the tangent space of 1 at the trivial character 1, and d(%, T11 )=
inf[&%&’&A | ’ # T11 ]. The norm & }&A on C 1(M, R) is defined by
&%&A= 12 :
e # A(M)
|%(e)|2 mA(e). (1.8)
Here we identify the tangent space T11 with a subspace of the space of
the harmonic 1-forms. Details will be given in Section 3 and also in [9]. It
is easy to check that the right hand side of (1.7) is independent of the
choice of 1 and a multiple constant of the symmetric measure m.
Remark. The bottom *G(%) is continuous for any % and differentiable at
%=0 in general without covering structure [5]. Our proof of the
analyticity depends on the abelian covering structure of G.
Remark. In Section 4, we give Proposition 4.1 about the second
derivative of the smallest eigenvalue for a finite graph. This theorem can be
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considered as a generalization of it. Indeed, Theorem 1.2 implies Proposi-
tion 4.1 if 1 is trivial.
We are going to close this section with an example which illustrates
Theorem 1.1 and in which one can see the so-called ‘‘phase transition
phenomena.’’
To state the example, we need an orientation. Let A0(G) be a subset of
A(G) such that A(G)=A0(G) _ A0(G), where A0(G) is the set of inverse
edges of edges in A0(G).
Example 1.3. Let G be the 2-dimensional square lattice Z2. We put
p(e)=14 for every e # A(G). Set a 1-form % on G as follows: fix an orienta-
tion A0(G)=[e # A(G) | t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) or (0, 1)]. For e # A0(G) such
that o(e)=(m, n) put
1, if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n is even,
%(e)={&1, if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n is odd,0, otherwise,
and %(e)=&%(e ) for e # A0(G). In order to illustrate what Theorem 1.1
says, we take the quotient graph given in Fig. 1.1 as M. In this case, G is
an abelian (of course, amenable) covering graph of M (see Fig. 1.1). Using
Fourier series, one can find that
Spec(&Ht%, G)
={
[1&(- 1+1sin2 t)2, 1+(- 1+1sin2 t)2],
if 0|cos t|:,
[(1&|cos t| )2, (3+|cos t| )2],
if :|cos t|1,
where :=(&1+- 5)2 and the operator Ht%, G has no eigenvalues. Set
*G(t)=inf Spec(&Ht%, G) and *M(t)=inf Spec(&Ht%, M) (see Fig. 1.2). It is
FIG. 1.1. G=Z2 and M.
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FIG. 1.2. *G(t) and *M(t).
obvious that *G(t) is real analytic in t if 0<|t|<tc or tc<|t|<?2, where
tc=arc cos((&1+- 5)2). On the other hand, t=tc is a ‘‘second order
phase transition’’ point in the sense that the first derivative *$G(tc) exists,
but the second derivative *"G(tc) does not exist.
Other examples, such as hexagonal lattice and triangular lattice, can be
found in [5].
For a path c=(e1 , e2 , ..., en) and a 1-form % # C 1(M, R), we define
|
c
%= :
n
i=1
%(en). (1.9)
If c is a closed path, we call c % the magnetic flux (or field) of % through c.
The operator Ht%, G in Example 1.3 corresponds to a ‘‘2-periodic’’ magnetic
field. On the other hand, one can construct the operator Ht%, G on Z2 with
a constant magnetic field if we choose a 1-form % so that
%(e)={&n,0,
if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and o(e)=(m, n),
otherwise
(1.10)
for e # A0(G). In this case, the constant magnetic field equals to t. This
operator &Ht%, G is essentially the same as the classical Harper operator
[4].
It is well known that its spectrum depends on the rationality of magnetic
field t, that is, if (2?)&1 t # Q then the spectrum has band structure, while
if (2?)&1 t is a Liouville number then the spectrum is a Cantor set [2, 6].
If (2?)&1 t # Q, one can find 1 and replace a 1-form % given in (1.10) with
a 1-invariant one, while if (2?)&1 t  Q, one cannot. Thus our magnetic
Schro dinger operators are necessarily generalizations of the cases with
band spectrum.
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2. SPECTRA OF H%, G AND H%, M
In this section we will show that if an amenable group 1 acts on G the
spectrum of a magnetic Schro dinger operator on G contains that of the
quotient graph 1"G.
Recall that a graph G can be considered as the covering graph of some
finite graph M with covering transformation group 1 (see Section 1). Let
q: V(G)  R be a real-valued function which is the lift q=q0 b ? of a func-
tion q0 : V(M)  R. The operator L%, G=&H%+q on G is just the lift of the
operator L%, M=&H%0+q0 on M by the canonical projection map ?.
We give the proof of Theorem 1.1 in a more general form with a potential.
Theorem 2.1. If 1 is amenable, then Spec(L%, M)/Spec(L%, G).
Remark. If 1 is not amenable, the inclusion relation does not hold in
general (cf. [11]).
Now we recall the definition of amenability. A discrete group 1 is said
to be amenable if there exists a bounded linear functional m on the real
Banach space lR (1 ) of the bounded real-valued functions on 1 satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) m(1)=1,
(2) if f0 then m( f )0,
(3) if we put (_ } f )(+)= f (_&1+) then m(_ } f )=m( f ) for all _ # 1
and f # lR (1 ).
It is well known that an abelian group is amenable and a free group with
k(2) generators is non-amenable.
We will prove Theorem 2.1 by using a representation-theoretic technique
that was employed in [11] for studying the spectrum of the discrete
Schro dinger operator on a graph.
Let \ be a unitary representation of 1 on a Hilbert space W with an
inner product ( } , } ) W and
l2\=[s: V(G)  W | s(\x)=\(_) s(x) for all x # V(G) and _ # 1] (2.1)
with the natural inner product
(s1 , s2) = :
x # D
(s1(x), s2(x)) W m(x), (2.2)
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where D is a finite fundamental subset of V(G) such that, for every x #
V(G), there exists a unique pair (_, x$) # 1_D satisfying _x=x$. Note that
V(G)=_ # 1 _D and _D & D=< for _{id. One can easily check that the
inner product is independent of the choice of D.
Here, the discrete magnetic Laplacian H\, % acting on l2\ is introduced by
H\, %s(x)= :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) s(t(e))&s(o(e)). (2.3)
Then, the discrete magnetic Schro dinger operator acting on l2\ is defined as
the self-adjoint operator L\, %=&H\, %+q.
Lemma 2.2 (cf. [11]). If \ is the right regular representation of 1,
then (L\, % , l2\) is unitarily equivalent to (L%, G , l
2(V(G))). In particular, if
\ is the trivial representation 1, then (L\, % , l2\) is unitarily equivalent to
(L%, M , l2(V(M))).
Proof. The second part is obvious and so we shall show only the first
part of this lemma. Let W=l2(1 )=[.: 1  C | _ # 1 |.(_)| 2<] and \r
be the right regular representation of 1 on W. We simply write \ for \r .
To complete the proof, we have to show the existence of a unitary map
U: l2(V(G))  l2\ such that L\, %U=UL%, G .
Let us define the map U: l2(V(G))  l2\ as
U( f )=s, (2.4)
where the function s is defined as
s(x)(_)= f (_x) (2.5)
for x # V(G) and _ # 1. It is easy to check that s(_x)=\(_) s(x) for any
_ # 1 and x # V(G). Then we have, by (2.2),
&s&2= :
x # D
&s(x)&2W m(x)
= :
x # D
:
_ # 1
| f (_x)| 2 m(x)
=& f &2 (2.6)
for every f # l2(V(G)). Thus the map U is an isometry l2(V(G)) into l2\ .
In order to show the map U is onto, it suffices to put f (x)=s(x)(1) for
any s # l2\ .
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Finally, we obtain
([L\, %U( f )](x))(_)
=(L\, %s(x))(_)
=& :
e # Ax (G)
p(e)(exp(- &1 %(e)) s(t(e)) _&s(o(e)) _)+q(x) s(x) _
=& :
e # Ax (G)
p(e)(exp(- &1 %(_e)) f (_t(e))& f (_o(e)))+q(x) f (_x)
=& :
e # A_x (G)
p(e)(exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))& f (o(e)))+q(_x) f (_x)
=L%, G f (_x)=([UL%, G( f )](x))(_).
This completes the proof. K
The Kazhdan distance $(\, 1) (or $A(\, 1)) between \ and 1 is defined
by
$(\, 1)= inf
&v&=1
v # W
sup
_ # A
&\(_) v&v&W , (2.7)
by fixing a finite set A of generators of 1. The following facts concerning
the Kazhdan distance are important and well known (for instance, [1, 7,
11, 13]).
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A and B are any two finite sets of generators
of 1. Then there exist positive constants k1 and k2 such that
k1 } $B(\, 1)$A(\, 1)k2 } $B(\, 1). (2.8)
Lemma 2.4. For the right regular representation \r on l2(1 ), the
Kazhdan distance $(\r , 1)=0 if and only if 1 is amenable.
Now, we will give the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since M is a finite graph, the spectrum of L%, M
consists of real eigenvalues. For any * # Spec(L%, M), take an eigenfunction
for *. We can lift it to obtain a non-zero solution f on V(G) to the equation
L%, G f =*f, that is,
& :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))+ f (x)+q(x) f (x)=*f (x). (2.9)
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On the other hand, letting (\, W) be the right regular representation of 1,
we have
L\, % ( fs)(x)=& :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e)) s(t(e))
+ f (x) s(x)+q(x) f (x) s(x) (2.10)
for any s # l2\ .
Together with the equalities (2.9) and (2.10), we obtain
L\, % ( fs)(x)&*( fs)(x)
=& :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))(s(t(e))&s(x)). (2.11)
Therefore,
&(L\, %&*) fs&2
= :
x # D
&((L\, %&*)( fs)(x))&2W m(x)
= :
x # D " :x # Ax (G) p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))(s(t(e))&s(x))"
2
W
m(x)
= :
x # D
:
_ # 1 } :e # Ax (G) p(e)
_exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))(s(t(e))&s(x))(_)}
2
m(x)
 :
x # D
:
_ # 1
:
e # Ax (G)
( p(e) | f (t(e))| )2
_ :
e # Ax (G)
|(s(t(e))&s(x))(_)| 2 m(x)
K } :
x # D
:
e # Ax (G)
&s(t(e))&s(x)&2W , (2.12)
where K=maxx # V(M) m(x) e # Ax (G) ( p(e) | f (t(e))| )
2.
Let N(D) be the set of vertices y # V(G) such that there exists e # A(G)
with o(e) # D and t(e)= y. It follows from the definition of a fundamental
set that, for every y # N(D), there is a unique _y # 1 with y # _y D. Put
B=[_y | y # N(D)] _ A. The set B is another finite set of generators of 1.
From the definition of $B(\, 1), the assumption that 1 is amenable and
Lemma 2.4, we can see that, for every =>0, there exists a v # W with
&v&W=1 such that &\(_) v&v&= for all _ # B. For this fixed v, we define
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a function s: V(G)  W by setting s(x)=v for all x # D and s(_x)=\(_) v
for every _x # _D. It is clear that &s(x)&W=1 and s # l2\ . Now, we find
& fs&2= :
x # D
| f (x)| 2 &s(x)&2W m(x)
= :
x # D
| f (x)|2 m(x){0 (2.13)
and, from (2.12),
&(L\, %&*)( fs)&2K } :
x # D
:
e # Ax (G)
&s(t(e))&s(x)&2W
C1 } :
_ # B
&\(_) v&v&2W
C2 } =2, (2.14)
where C2 is independent of =. Since =>0 is arbitrary, we obtain * #
Spec(L\, %) and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that * # Spec(L%, G) for every
* # Spec(L%, M). Thus the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed. K
Remark. In this paper, we assume the covering structure of G to
prove Theorem 1.1. However, it also holds for more general graphs under
the assumption that the boundary area of a graph does not grow exponen-
tially [5].
3. TWISTED MAGNETIC LAPLACIAN
Let
C0(M, R)=[ f: V(M)  R]
C1(M, R)=[|: A(M)  R | |(e )=&|(e)] (3.1)
and consider inner products
( f, g) V = :
x # V(M)
f (x) g(x) m(x), (3.2)
(|, ’) A= 12 :
e # A(M)
|(e) ’(e) mA(e), (3.3)
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where mA(e) is the one defined in Section 1. We define d: C0(M, R) 
C1(M, R) and $: C1(M, R)  C0(M, R) by
df (e)= f (t(e))& f (o(e)), $|(x)=& :
e # Ax (M)
p(e) |(e). (3.4)
It is easy to check that d and $ are mutually adjoint operators with respect
to the inner product ( } , } ) V and ( } , } ) A .
A 1-form | # C1(M, R) is said to be harmonic if $|=0. We consider the
1-cohomology group H1(M, R)=C1(M, R)Image(d ), which is identified
with the space of harmonic 1-forms by the discrete version of
KodairaHodge theorem, say
[| # C1(M, R) | $|=0]. (3.5)
Under the above identification, the 1-cohomology group H1(M, Z) with Z
coefficient is identified with the lattice subgroup
{| # H 1(M, R) } |c | # Z for every closed path c in M= . (3.6)
The quotient space H1(M, R)H 1(M, Z) is called the Jacobian torus J(M).
Let H1(M, Z) be the 1-homology group of M and H 1(M, Z) the unitary
characters of H1(M, Z). We can identify H 1(M, Z) with the Jacobian torus
J(M) by the mapping
H1(M, R) % | [ /| # H 1(M, Z),
where
/|(_)=exp \2? - &1 |c |+ (3.7)
and _ is represented by 1-cycle c in M.
There exists an abelian covering graph M ab of M whose covering trans-
formation group is H1(M, Z), which is called the maximal abelian covering
graph. For any abelian covering graph G of M whose covering transforma-
tion group 1, there exists a covering map Mab  G which factorizes the
covering map Mab  M. If the transformation group of the covering map
Mab  G is denoted by 11 then 1 is isomorphic to H1(M, Z)11 .
Let 1 be the group of the unitary characters of the covering transforma-
tion group 1. By the remark above, there exist a canonical surjective
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homomorphism H1(M, Z)  1 and 1 is now identified with the image in
J(M) by the injective homomorphism
1  H 1(M, Z)$J(M). (3.8)
The tangent space T11 of 1 at the trivial character 1 coincides with
[| # H 1(M, R) | /| # 1 ]. (3.9)
We fix a vertex x0 # V(G). For the lift |~ of | # T1 1 , we define the
function s0 on V(G) by
s0(x)=exp \2? - &1 |
x
x0
|~ + . (3.10)
It is independent of the choice of a path joining x0 to x (cf. [9]).
Let ?: G  M be the natural projection. We define the lift f by
f (x)= f (?(x)). (3.11)
Put
l2/=[ f: V(G)  C | f (_x)=/(_) f (x) for any _ # 1], (3.12)
which is a finite dimensional l2-space equipped with the inner product
( f, g)/= :
x # D
f (x) g(x) m(x), (3.13)
where D is a fundamental set of G for 1. We note that the inner product
is independent of the choice of a fundamental set D since m is invariant
under the 1-action.
We now define the twisted magnetic Laplacian H%, / . It is easy to check
that H% leaves l2/ invariant, that is, H% (l
2
/)/l
2
/ . We define the restriction
operator H%, /=H% | l2/ and call it the twisted magnetic Laplacian.
By Lemma 2.2 and the theory of direct integral, we have
l2(V(G))=|

1
l2/ d/, H%=|

1
H%, / d/, (3.14)
where d/ is the normalized Haar measure on 1 , and also we obtain
Spec(&H%)= .
/ # 1
Spec(&H%, /). (3.15)
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Hence in order to know the spectrum Spec(&H%), it suffices to know
Spec(&H%, /).
Let l2(V(M))=[ f: V(M)  C] be the l2-space with respect to the inner
product ( f, g)=x # V(M) f (x) g(x) m(x). We define a mapping U: l2(V(M))
 l2/ by Uf =f s0 . It is easy to see that U: l
2(V(M))  l2/ is unitary, since
(Uf, Ug) / = :
x # D
f (x) s0(x) g~ (x) s0(x) m(x)
= :
x # D
f (?(x)) g(?(x)) m(x)
= :
x # V(M)
f (x) g(x) m(x).
Put L%, /=U&1H%, /U: l2(V(M))  l2(V(M)). Then we find the concrete
form of L%, / .
Lemma 3.1. Let | be the corresponding harmonic 1-form to /. Then,
L%, / f (x)= :
e # Ax (M)
p(e) exp(- &1(%(e)+2?|(e))) f (t(e))& f (x). (3.16)
Proof. For any x # V(G) and for any f # l2(V(M)), it holds that
H%, /Uf (x)
= :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (?(t(e))) s0(t(e))& f (?(x)) s0(x)
= :
e # Ax (G)
p(e) exp(- &1 %(e)) f (?(t(e))) exp(2? - &1 |(e)) s0(x)
& f (?(x)) s0(x)
={ :e # A?(x)(M) p(e) exp(- &1(%(e)+2?|(e))) f (t(e))& f (?(x))= s0(x)
=UL%, / f (x).
Therefore we obtain the lemma. K
4. ANALYTICITY OF *G(%) NEAR %=0
First we mention about the variation of the smallest eigenvalues of
&H%, M . The following proposition is an easy consequence of the analytic
perturbation theory and has been obtained (cf. [5, 9]).
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Proposition 4.1. For a finite graph M, *M( } ) is simple and analytic
near 0 # C1(M, R) and {*M(0)=0. For a harmonic 1-form % # H 1(M, R) we
have
Hess *M(0)(%, %)=
2
Vol(M)
&%&2A , (4.1)
where Vol(M) and & }&A is the same one as in Theorem 1.2.
For a fixed % # H1(M, R) and its lift %: A(G)  R, we consider the
operator Ht% : l2(V(G))  l2(V(G)) and investigate the behavior of the
bottom of the spectrum
*0(t)=*G(t%)=inf Spec(&Ht%, G) (4.2)
as t  0.
For /=/| # 1 , we can define the twisted operator Ht%, / : l2/  l
2
/ as in
Section 3 and denote the smallest eigenvalue of the operator &Ht%, /
(or &Lt%, /) by *0(t, /). Then we have, by (3.15),
*0(t)= inf
/ # 1
*0(t, /). (4.3)
When t is sufficiently small, it is enough to take the infimum over a
neighborhood of the trivial character 1 and so
*0(t, /)=inf Spec(&Lt%, /)
=inf Spec(&Ht%+2?|, M)
=*M(t%+2?|). (4.4)
Note that for sufficiently small t, *0(t, /) is analytic around the trivial
character 1 from (4.4) and Proposition 4.1. Hence
*0(t)= inf
/=/| # U(1) & 1
*M(t%+2?|), (4.5)
where U(1) is a neighborhood of the trivial character 1.
Let m=rank 1 and take [|i]mi=1 # T11 /H
1(M, R) an orthonormal
basis of T11 and extend it to an orthonormal basis [| i]ni=1 of H
1(M, R).
Then putting |=s1|1+s2|2+ } } } +sn |n , we introduce a local coor-
dinate system (s1 , s2 , ..., sn) of the neighborhood of the trivial character 1.
In this local coordinate, we regard 1 as a submanifold with the coordinate
(s1 , ..., sm , 0, ..., 0) and *M as a real-valued function on Rn. For sufficiently
small |t|<=, there exists an open ball U containing 0 # Rm such that
*0(t)= inf
(s1 , s2 , ..., sm) # U
*M(t%+2?(s1|1+ } } } +sm|m)). (4.6)
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The following elementary lemma is essential for proving Theorem 1.2 and
so we give a proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let U/Rn be an open ball containing 0 and f: U  R be a
real analytic function such that {f (0)=0 and Hess f (x)>0 for x # U. For
mn, fix [ei]0im /Rn such that [ei]1im are linearly independent, and
let
g(t)= inf
s # V(t)
f (te0+s } e), (4.7)
where s=(s1 , s2 , ..., sm) # Rm, s } e=mi=1 siei and V(t)=[s # R
m | te0+
s } e # U]. Then there exists a constant =>0 such that g(t) is real analytic for
|t|<=. Moreover,
g$(0)=0, g"(0)=
det A
det A
, (4.8)
where A =((Hei , ej))mi, j=0 , A=((Hei , ej))
m
i, j=1 with H=Hess f (0).
Proof. Let I=[t # R1 | V(t){<] and V=[(s, t) | s # V(t), t # I]/Rm+1.
We define F: V  R by
F(s, t)=F(s1 , s2 , ..., sm , t)= f (te0+s } e) (4.9)
and find s=s(t) to minimize F for each t # I. For (s, t) # V,
\ 
2F
sj si +
m
i, j=1
=((Hess f (te0+s } e) ei , ej))mi, j=1>0 (4.10)
since Hess f (x)>0 for x # U and [ei]mi=1 are linearly independent. Then we
can obtain s=s(t) as the solution of the equation {F=0, that is,
F
si
(s, t)={f (te0+s } e) } ei=0 (i=1, 2, ..., m). (4.11)
The Jacobian of {F is non-degenerate by (4.10), and so by the implicit-
function theorem there exists a unique real analytic function s=s(t)=
(s1(t), s2(t), ..., sm(t)) such that
s(0)=0, {f (te0+s(t) } e) } ei=0 (4.12)
for every i=1, 2, ..., m. Then we have
g(t)=F(s(t), t)= f (te0+s(t) } e) (4.13)
and g is also real analytic in t near t=0.
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Next we compute the second derivative of g at t=0. Put
h=\
(He1 , e0)
(He2 , e1)
b
(Hem , e0)+ . (4.14)
By the implicit-function theorem, we obtain
s$(t)=&\\ 
2F
sj s i+
m
i, j=1+
&1
\ 
2F
t s i+
m
i=1
, (4.15)
in particular, by (4.10) and (4.14)
s$(0)=&A&1h, (4.16)
where A is the one in the statement of the lemma. Next differentiating both
sides of (4.13) with respect to t, we have
g$(t)={f (te0+s(t) } e) } (e0+s$(t) } e) (4.17)
and, in particular, g$(0)=0. Differentiating again and putting t=0, we
have
g"(0)=(H(e0+s$(0) } e), e0+s$(0) } e). (4.18)
Using Eq. (4.16) we obtain
g"(0)=(He0 , e0)+2 :
m
i=1
s$i (0)(Hei , e0)+ :
m
i, j=1
s$i (0)(Hei , ej) s$j (0)
=(He0 , e0)&2(A&1h, h)+(A&1h, A(A&1h))
=(He0 , e0)&(A&1h, h)=
det A
det A
. (4.19)
The last equality follows from the identity
\10
t0
A&1+\
(He0 , e0)
h
th
A+\
1
&A&1h
t0
I +
=\(He0 , e0)&(A
&1h, h)
0
th
I + . K (4.20)
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose that G is the covering graph of a finite graph M
with an abelian transformation group 1. Let % # C1(M, R) be a 1-form on M
and *0(t) the bottom of the spectrum of the operator &Ht%, G , which is the
lift of &Ht%, M . Then there exists a positive =>0 such that for |t|<=, *0(t)
is real analytic and *$0(0)=0. Moreover, if % # H 1(M, R) is a harmonic
1-form,
*"0(0)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2, (4.21)
where 1 is the group of unitary characters of 1 and d(%, ’)=&%&’&A is the
distance on H 1(M, R).
Proof. For any 1-form % # C1(M, R), by the discrete version of
KodairaHodge theorem, one can decompose % into
%=%h+df, (4.22)
where %h is a harmonic 1-form and f # C0(M, R). It is easy to check that
H% and H%h are unitarily equivalent. Therefore, we may assume that % is a
harmonic 1-form in this proof.
We recall (4.6)
*0(t)= inf
(s1 , s2 , ..., sm) # U
*M(t%+2?(s1|1+ } } } +sm|m)) (4.23)
and set e0=%, e i=2?|i and f ( } )=*M( } ). It is easy to see that the assump-
tion of Lemma 4.2 holds from Proposition 4.1 for sufficiently small t. Then,
by Lemma 4.2, we obtain that *0(t) is analytic for sufficiently small t and
*$0(0)=0, *"0(0)=
det A
det A
, (4.24)
where A =(Hei , ej)mi, j=0 , A=(Hei , ej)
m
i, j=1 , and H=Hess *M(0). From
(4.1) we obtain
(Hess *M(0) ei , ej)=
2
Vol(M)
(ei , ej) A (4.25)
by polarization and we conclude, from Proposition 4.1,
det A
det A
=
det B
det B
=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2. (4.26)
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Here d(%, T11 )=inf’ # T11 &%&’&A , and
B =((|i , |j) A)mi, j=0 , B=((|1 , | j) A)
m
i, j=1 , (4.27)
where |0=%. K
5. SOME EXAMPLES OF THE SPECTRUM AND
COMPUTATIONS OF *"G(0)
In this section, we will give some examples of the spectrum of &H%, G
and compute the second derivative of *G(t)=*G(t%) for a fixed 1-form %.
Here we deal with
H%, G f (x)=(deg x)&1 :
e # Ax (G)
exp(- &1 %(e)) f (t(e))& f (x), (5.1)
where deg x=*Ax(G) denotes the degree of the vertex x in G. It is easy
to see that the symmetric measure m(x) is constant multiple of deg x.
Here we put m(x)=deg x and so the inner product (|, ’) A=12_
e # A(M) |(e) ’(e). We simply denote it by ( } , } ) in this section.
5.1. Z2-Lattice. Let G be the 2-dimensional square lattice Z2. The
vertex set of x # V(G) is identified with the set [(m, n) # Z2] and xy # E(G)
if and only if |x& y|=1 in the Euclidean metric. Define an orientation by
A0(G)=[e # A(G) | t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) or (0, 1)].
We will assign two types of flow on A0(G). One is a parallel flow and the
other is an alternate one (see Fig. 5.1).
Example 5.1 (Parallel Flow). Set a 1-form % on A(G) as follows: for
e # A0(G),
%(e)={1,0,
if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0),
otherwise,
and %(e)=&%(e ) for e # A0(G). In this case, Ht%, G is unitarily equivalent to
2 for any t # R and so
Spec(&Ht%, G)=[0, 2].
The next example is the same as Example 1.3 in Section 1.
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FIG. 5.1. G=Z2: parallel and alternate flows.
Example 5.2 (Alternate Flow). Set a 1-form % on A(G) as follows: for
e # A0(G) such that o(e)=(m, n),
1, if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n is even,
%(e)={&1 if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n is odd,0, otherwise,
and %(e)=&%(e ) for e # A0(G). Then, for 0|t|?2.
Spec(&Ht%)
={[(1&cos t)2, (3+cos t)2],[1&(- 1+1sin2 t)2, 1+(- 1+1sin2 t)2],
if 0|t|tc ,
if tc|t|?+2,
where tc=arc cos((&1+- 5)2).
Now, we compute *"G(0) of examples given in Example 5.1 and Example
5.2 using the result of Theorem 1.2. Of course, one can compute *"G(0) by
the concrete forms of *G(t) given above.
To compute the distance d(%, T11 ), we take a quotient graph M=1"G
and find a Z-basis c1 , ..., cn of H1(M, Z) and the dual basis u1 , ..., un of
H1(M, R), that is, ui (cj)=$ij . Furthermore, we find a Z-basis v1 , ..., vm of
the lattice
L=[| # H1(M, Z) | |(c)=0 for every closed path c in M
whose lift c~ is a closed path in G].
Then, by (4.26) in the proof of Theorem 4.3, the distance d(%, T11 ) is given
by
d(%, T11 )2=det((vi , vj) )di, j=0 det((vi , vj) )
d
i, j=1 (5.2)
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FIG. 5.2. Z2-lattice and quotient graph M.
where v0=% and
*"G(0)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2. (5.3)
Now we take a quotient graph M as in Fig. 5.2 and choose a Z-basis of
H1(M, Z), c1=e1 , c2=e2 and c3=e3+e4 . Then the dual basis is
e1 e2 e3 e4
u1 1 0 0 0
u2 0 1 0 0
u3 0 0 12 12
Here t=(e1 , e2 ) is the 1-cycle whose lift is a closed path in G. It is easy to
check that v1=u1+u2 and v2=u3 form a Z-basis of the lattice L.
(1) Parallel Flow Case (see Example 5.1),
e1 e2 e3 e4
% 1 1 0 0
v1 1 1 0 0
v2 0 0 12 12
2 2 0
((vi , vj) )2i, j=0=\2 2 0 + , where v0=%.0 0 12
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Then, in this case, we have
d(%, T11 )2=det((vi , vj) )2i, j=0 det((vi , vj) )
2
i, j=1=02=0
and hence *"G(0)=0.
(2) Alternate Flow Case (see Example 5.2),
e1 e2 e3 e4
% 1 &1 0 0
v1 1 1 0 0
v2 0 0 12 12
2 0 0
((vi , vj) )2i, j=0=\0 2 0 + , where v0=%.0 0 12
Then, in this case, we have
d(%, T11 )2=det((vi , vj) )2i, j=0 det((vi , vj) )
2
i, j=1=2
and hence
*"G(0)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2=
2
8
} 2=
1
2
.
Remark that, in the trivial flow case, we can take the 2-bouquet as a
quotient graph M instead of the graph in Fig. 5.2 which is the 2-fold cover-
ing graph of the 2-bouquet. However, here we take the same M in order
to show clearly the difference of *"G(0) by flow.
5.2. Ladder Graph. We will give two examples of flow for the ladder
graph which is a subgraph of Z2. We identify V(G) with the set [(m, n) #
Z2 | n # [0, 1]] and E(G) be identified with the unordered pairs of x, y #
V(G) satisfying that |x& y|=1. Choose A0(G)=[e # A(G) | t(e)&o(e)=
(1, 0) or (0, 1)].
FIG. 5.3. The ladder graphs: G1 and G2 .
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Example 5.3 (The Ladder Graph G1). Set a 1-form % on A(G) as
follows: for e # A0(G) such that o(e)=(m, n),
1, if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n=0,
%(e)={&1, if t(e)&o(e)=(1, 0) and n=1,0, otherwise,
and %(e)=&%(e ) for e # A0(G). (See the graph G1 in Fig. 5.3.) Then, for
0|t|?2.
[(2&2 cos t)3, (4+2 cos t)3],
if 0|t|tc ,
[1&(- 4+1sin2 t)3, 1+(- 4+1sin2 t)3],
Spec(&Ht%)= if tc|t|?3,
[1&(- 4+1sin2 t)3, (2+2 cos t)3]
_ [(4&2 cos t)3, 1+(- 4+1sin2 t)3],
if ?3|t|?2,
where tc=arc cos((&1+- 17)4).
The phenomena of *G(t) at t=tc is almost the same as in Example 1.3.
Example 5.4 (The Ladder Graph G2). Set a 1-form % on A(G) as
follows: for e # A0(G) such that o(e)=(m, n),
1, if t(e)&o(e)=(0, 1) and m is even,
%(e)={&1, if t(e)&o(e)=(0, 1) and m is odd,0, otherwise,
and %(e)=&%(e ) for e # A0(G), where t is real. (See the graph G2 in
Fig. 5.3.) Then,
Spec(&Ht%)=[1&- 5+4 |cos t|3, 1+- 5+4 |cos t|3].
We take a quotient graph M as in Fig. 5.4 and choose a Z-basis c1=
(e1 , e2), c2=(e3 , e4) and c3=(e1 , e3 , e5 , e6). Then the dual basis is
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FIG. 5.4. Ladder graph and quotient graph M.
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
u1 512 712 &112 112 &16 &16
u2 &112 112 512 712 &16 &16
u3 16 &16 16 &16 13 13
Put t1=c1+c2&c3 and t2=c3 . It is easy to check that t1 and t2 are
the 1-cycles whose lifts are closed paths in G, and that v1=u1&u2 form a
Z-basis of the lattice L.
(1) Constant Flux Case (see Example 5.3),
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
% 1 1 1 1 0 0
v1 12 12 &12 &12 0 0
((vi , vj) )2i, j=0=\40
0
1+ , where v0=%.
Then, in this case, we have
d(%, T11 )2=det((vi , vj) )1i, j=0 det((vi , vj) )
1
i, j=1=41=4
and hence
*"G(0)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2=
2
12
} 4=
2
3
.
(2) Alternate Flux Case (see Example 5.4). In this case, the given
1-form % in Example 5.4 is not harmonic and so we should take the
harmonic part %h of % to apply Theorem 1.2. Note the remark mentioned
in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
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e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
% 0 0 0 0 1 1
%h 13 &13 13 &13 23 23
v1 12 12 &12 &12 0 0
((vi , vj) )2i, j=0=\430
0
1+ , where v0=%h .
It is easy to check that $%h=0 and c %=c %h for any closed path c. In this
case, we have
d(%, T11 )2=det((vi , vj) )1i, j=0 det((v i , vj) )
1
i, j=1=(43)1=43
and hence
*"G(0)=
2
Vol(M)
d(%, T11 )2=
2
12
}
4
3
=
2
9
.
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